LUTON ADJUSTABLE COTSIDE.
Code No: 02226.

ASM
Luton Cotsides

User Instructions.

Picow Farm Road Ind Est
Runcorn. Cheshire.
WA7 4UG.
Tel: 01928 574301.
Fax: 01928 575130.
e-mail: sales@asmmedicare.com

MESH SLEEVE OPTION.
Code No: MFS.
{This option MUST be used if
intended for use by a person aged
12 years old or under}
Designed To Suit Single Beds
Right Up To King-size.

On receipt of your new ASM Luton Cotsides please check the contents for signs of damage, report any defects to ASM
immediately. The contents should include 2 side panels, {mesh covers optional extra} 2 under mattress tubes each with 2 fixing
brackets. Any shortfall should also be reported immediately.

IMPORTANT
NOTICE!
Please read & fully
understand before
using or allowing
others to do so.

1} Place the under mattress tubes on TOP of the mattress and adjust to suit your size of mattress by removing the
plastic clips and sliding the tubes to the required size.
2} Once adjusted replace the plastic clips on both sides. Then fit the tubes under the mattress by either sliding them between
the bed base & the mattress or by removing the mattress, placing the tubes in position and replacing the mattress.
3} The fixing brackets are designed to swivel in order to aid the fitting & adjustment of the cotside panels.
Slide one end of the panels through the bracket and locate in the spring pin, then repeat at the other end.
Fitting to the opposite side of the bed is a repeat of this operation.
4} To lower the sides pull on one of the spring pins whilst supporting the side, then lower, repeat at the other end.
5} To raise the side panels, hold the side panel centrally and lift until the spring pins locate.
Should this product be intended for use by a patient or person 12 years old or less a mesh sleeve MUST BE USED!
Before leaving the patient ensure that all the spring pins are fully engaged, failure to check this could result in
the side slipping down, which could then lead to an accident occurring.
For details of our other products please visit our web site at www.asmmedicare.com
Better By Design

